Embodied Cognition: How physical experience changes the way we see other people and things

Abstract
How do we understand the physical world around us? Simulation theory posits that action understanding requires the decoding of perceived events within a motor framework. The strong form of this is direct matching, where there is a close mapping between movements performed by others and movements performed ourselves. Indirect forms of simulation propose that goals or action outcomes are associated with motor systems, but not particular movements. Evidence in support of simulation, both direct and indirect, based on functional imaging data and transcranial magnetic stimulation will be presented. The strongest support for direct matching emerges from studies that manipulate physical experience. Physical training in dance changes the way we see other people. Support for indirect matching emerges from studies that manipulate physical experience with objects and their use. In both cases, experience dependent changes emerge in brain areas associated with action observation and execution. Within these areas there is a functional hierarchy of recruitment with different areas decoding different action attributes such as means, interim goals and action outcomes. Knowledge based on physical experience and the underlying neural substrates can be integrated within a larger framework of embodied cognition.
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